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BRILL. FL. BRUN SÆBE combined cleaning and care product for all floors which tolerate water. Is especially suitable for stone, tiles and 
untreated hardwood floors.

41010 Brill. fl. brun sæbe 5L Can 3 108

41012 Brill. fl. brun sæbe 200L Drum 1 2

FLOOR 930 has a great cleaning and caring effect. Floor 930 is well suited for all floors which tolerate water. It is recommended that
the floors are periodically washed with Uni Surface 720 in order to avoid too much soap film. Floor 930 leaves a strong caring layer
which among others is resistant to black marks and salt corrosion. Scratched surfaces are can be repaired.

26135 Floor 930 5L Can 3 108

FLOOR CARP. 337 is used in carpet cleaning machines for cleaning of loose and fitted carpets. (Control that the carpets are
shrink-proof and colorfast before use.) Floor Carp. 337 quickly and effectively loosens dirt and fat from the carpet fibers. In case
of difficult dirt, the carpet can be wetted with Floor Carp. 337 before cleaning. Well suited for all carpets..

26039 Floor Carp. 337 5L Can 3 108

FLOOR F 930 has a great cleaning and caring effect. FLOOR F 930 is well suited for all floors which tolerate water. It is recommended 
that the floors are periodically washed with Uni Surface 920 in order to avoid too much soap film. FLOOR F 930 leaves a strong caring 
layer which among others is resistant to black marks and salt corrosion. Scratched surfaces are can be repaired.

26286 Floor F 930 5L Can 3 108

FLOOR POLISH 336 is well suited for daily cleaning of all floor types. Floor Polish 336 is based on polymer wax und leaves a dirtrepel-
ling, silk mat and anti-slip surface. It is recommended that the floors are periodically washed with an Uni Surface 720.

41660 Floor Polish 336 5L Can 3 108

FLOOR RESIN 338 is especially well suited for removal of resin on sports flooring. Floor Resin 338 can be used both manually and
in a floor washer. Floor Resin 338 can be used on all types of floors. Used with caution on linoleum and PU floors.

41046 Floor Resin 338 5L Can 3 108

FLOOR TERRAZZO W 330 has a great cleaning and caring effect. Floor Terrazzo W 330 is well suited for all floors, but the product
has an especially great effect on vinyl, terrazzo, linoleum and rubber flooring. Floor Terrazzo W 330 leaves a strong caring layer
which is resistant to black marks, salt corrosion and more. Floor Terrazzo W 330 can repair scratched surfaces.

22073 Floor Terrazzo W 330 5L Can 3 108

FLOOR TILE 332 is a combined cleaning and caring agent for all floor types which tolerate water and where a caring effect is desired.
Is especially well suited for stone and tile floors and untreated wood surfaces. Floor Tile 332 leaves a protective caring layer.

41101 Floor Tile 332 5L Can 3 108

41004 Floor Tile 332 700L IBC 1 1
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FOAM ACID 335 is a strongly acidic foam cleaning agent for use in the tobacco and alcohol industry as well as in the food industry. 
Use on acid-resistant surfaces where a quick and effective cleaning and descaling in for example industrial kitchens, the food industry, 
shower rooms, public swimming pools and more is required. Foam Acid 335 is well suited for use on vertical surfaces because the 
foaming cleaning agent makes stable foam with very good adhesion. After 5-15 minutes, the foam is rinsed off with clean water. Do 
not use Foam Acid 335 on untreated aluminum.

22148 Foam Acid 335 5L Can 3 108

26204 Foam Acid 335 20L Can 1 36

FOAM ALKA 334 is a strong foam cleaning agent. Use on alkaline resistant surfaces where a quick and effective cleaning is required. 
For example on tiles, concrete, stainless steel and more. Foam Alka 334 is well suited for use on vertical surfaces as the foaming clea-
ning agent makes stable foam with very good adhesion. Do not use Foam Alka 334 on untreated aluminum.

41803 Foam Alka 334 5L Can 3 108

FOAM NEUTRAL 333 is a foam cleaning agent for daily cleaning of shower rooms, wet rooms, industrial kitchens and more. When laid 
out with foam equipment, Foam Neutral 333 gives an even, pleasant foam layer which effectively removes dirt and fat.

41735 Foam Neutral 333 5L Can 3 108


